Finishing the wall and installation for optional CTF58 Front with inside fit:

The inside fit front allows for finishing over the face of the fireplace and right up to the removable front. Fireplace must be installed prior to CTF58 Clean Trim Front installation.

To install the front:

1. Locate the 4 nuts (top and bottom) on the left and right sides of the fireplace opening. Refer to Figure 1.

2. Mount the rock stop using provided screws. Refer to Figure 2.

3. Locate the steel hood rock stop. Loosen the 7 screws under the top edge of the fireplace - do not remove. Slip the hood rock stop under the 7 screws and tighten while holding the back tightly to the top face of the fireplace. Refer to Figure 3.

4. Drive 3 self-tapping screws through the holes in the front of the hood rock stop and into the upper fireplace face. The hood rock stop will remain on permanently. Refer to Figure 4.

5. Remove the side rock stops after the stone work is completed. The front is then ready to be attached.

6. Hang the front on the 4 rectangle cut-outs on the face of the fireplace.

7. Finish around the fireplace. You must use only non-combustible material to cover the steel face and non-comb board on the fireplace. All non-combustible finishing materials must stop at the side and hood rock stops. Finishing material must not go past the rock stops or the front will not fit. Stop the finishing material at the bottom of the valve opening so the valve and fans are clear for service.